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ABSTRACT
Hartanti. 2003. The Effect of Using Nursery Rhymes and rotal physical
Response in Teaching vocaburary to young Learners. Thesis. The
English Department of widya Mandala catholic university, surabaya.
Advisors: (1) Prof. Dr. veronica Diptoadi, M.sc. (2) Dra Ruruh Mindari,
M.Pd.
Key words: teaching vocabulary, young leamers, nunery rhyme, TpR
Most of English learners, especially young learners, usually have a
difficulry in mastering vocabulary. commonly- the teacher uses wordlist as the
conventional way to teach vocabulary. For the students who have difficulties in
memorizing something vocabulary lessons might be the most suffering houn in
their life. Based on the fact, the writer conducts a research to find other methods
which are more firn and help the students acquire the language easier. This thesis
is then written to know the effect of using Nursery Rhynes and rotal physical
Response in teaching vocabulary to young leamers. Theobjective ofthe study is
to test the effect of storytelling on the vocabulary achievement and retention of
the young learners ofEnglistL which hereby are limited to children aged 6-9.
The writer uses an experimental research as her reseach's method. The
subjects of the study are 88 students of the third grade of SDN Sukabumi 2
Probolinggo, who have never got any English lesson before. The pilot study is
taken from the snrdents in the same grade of sDK lvfat€r oei erobotinggo. The
research is conducted during one and a half month- The writsr gives different
tr€atments to the two subject classes, one is taught using wordlist, the other using
Nursery Rhymes and TPR.
The students have two tests. one is an achievement test, the other is a
retention test. The achievement est measwes the ability of the students to answer
the questions about the vocabularies given in three previous lessons. The retention
test measures the memory ability of the students about the lessons after two weks
later. The data were then collected and analyzed using statistical calculation.
The result of the achievement test shows that there is no sigrificant
difference between the experimental class and the confiol class, although the
experimental class achieves higher marks. However, the result of the retention test
showsthat there is a sipificant difference between the experimental class and the
control class. In spite of the statistical data, there is another thing to be considered
- the class environmenl with Nursery Rhymes and the Totd plysical Response,
the class becomes more active and fun. The students can have the lessonJwhile
playing. This situation encourages the students to acquire the language.
Based on the findings, the writer can conclude that Nurserv Rhymes and
Total Physical Response really give a positive effect to the students- It also proves
that these methods can be applied in the classroom.
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